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Subject: ‘Conspiracy of fire nuclei’ terrorist group

The ‘Conspiracy of fire nuclei’ terrorist group (in Greek: Συνωμοσία Πυρήνων της Φωτιάς, Synomosia Pyrinon tis Fotias), which is active in Greece, has been responsible for repeated terrorist attacks and attempted parcel bombings in recent years. Other extreme left-wing groups have also gained a profile with acts of violence.

1. What is known about the activities of the ‘Conspiracy of fire nuclei’ group in 2018 and 2019?
2. How many deaths, serious and minor injuries and how much material damage (expressed in EUR) has been caused by the group since its founding?
3. What action, such as teaching about communism/socialism/anarchy, outlawing left-wing extremism and education to counter left-wing extremism is the Commission taking in the individual Member States to deter in particular young people from involvement in left-wing extremism and terrorism?